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 The profound inspiration that yoga exercises promises begins not in your body, but in the
mind.Apply the wisdom of yoga philosophy to your personal yoga practice and throughout your
life with The Yoga Brain. With clear, thoughtful assistance, The Yoga Mind offers everything you
need to deepen your yoga exercise practice and find out a meaningful way of life. In The Yoga
Mind, internationally renowned yoga expert Rina Jakubowicz requires a simple, accessible
method of the complex origins of yoga exercise philosophy.Your complete source for bringing
yoga philosophy off the mat and into your daily life, The Yoga Mind includes:Clear explanations
of core yoga principles that turn complex theories into memorable lessonsGuided meditations
and simple exercises offering clear, tangible instruction for practicing each principle in your
daily lifeA structured approach to vital yoga themes that brings clearness to crucial, but rarely
understood, conceptsWhether you read The Yoga Mind cover to cover or skip to a certain topic,
you’ll find simple actions to incorporate the concepts of yoga right into a yoga practice that is
meaningful to you.
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We am a multiple 10 years yogi, practitioner and instructor . I appreciate that it's is mainstream
lingo therefore i am able to just read parts of it to my students and they too understand it.. An
excellent book if your just starting to take your yoga exercises practice off the mat.. Simple yet
Powerful A great introduction for those looking to find out about what yoga means, the eight
limbs of yoga, plus some of the essential tenets. Each is a brief chapter. Rina’s style continues
each philosophy very easy. Nearly what I expected I think the style of this writing simply doesn't
appeal to me. She also contains an applicable quotation with each chapter. I take advantage of
this publication for my yoga classes at all times. For the real Yogi! Love this book! Love Focusing
on my Yoga Teacher Training which was very helpful. Great Overview of Principles of Yoga! I
wanted for more information about the mental section of yoga to go with the physical part. This
book was Ideal for that. Easy to read, short descriptions, more like an overview. For more of an in
depth history, another publication will be required, but I learned a LOT that I could incorporate
into my yoga practice. Readable and perfectly portioned, ideal introduction to the true wisdom
behind yoga. Incredible wisdom, easy to read This is this amazing book on yoga philosophy.
She's a practice for every philosophy which includes a pose with a meditation. I had expected a
bit more practical information I possibly could use in my practice, but haven't actually found
that. Fundamentos de yoga para principiantes y los q están practicando Great introduction This
book covers the basics principles of yoga. Each chapter is short, to the idea, yet guides one into
deeper consideration and introspection I maintain this in my own work bag for some mins of
review, contemplation during my work breaks Good book to get started I like how it breaks
everything down so that I can understand Sencillo e interesante! Very concise and explains
everything well. I am a multiple decade yogi, practitioner and teacher, I am learning so much
with this publication. All yogis who truly want to practice yoga as it is meant to be should
examine this book! Many thanks so much for the honest and informative approach.
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